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1 MR. MURPER: It's now 10:25, March 

2 3, 1987. This is an inter/iew of Mr. Richard 

3 8. KeLly who is employed by Stone & webster 

4 EngineerLng Corporation. The location ot this 

5 interview is the Stone & Whbster Engineering 

6 Corporation headquarters at Cherry ill, New 

7 Jersey. Present during the interview are*Mr.  

* Kelly, Mr. Willia CG. Meserve, who is the 

9 Stone I Webster corporate -- acting as Stone 6 

10 webster corporate attorney. Len *illiamson, 

11 Larry Robinson, Leo Norton, Mark Reinhart and 

12 Dan Murphy. As agreed this is being 

13 transcribed by a court reporter.  

14 The subject matter of this interview 

15 concerns TvA's March 20th, 1986 Letter to the 

16 IRC, regarding their compliance with 10 CFr 

17 50, Appendix B.  

18 Mr. Kelly, would you please stand 

19 and raise your right hand? Do you swear or 

20 attirs the information you are about to give 

21 is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but 

22 the truth, so help you God.  

23 THR MiTESS I do.  

24 MR. MURPHY: At this time, Mr.  

25 Meserve would like to make a statesent.  

I-
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t -. LgSfVc; I would like to state 

2 for the record that my name is William G.  

3 Reserve. £*m with the law firs of Ropes 6 

4 Cray, in sestes. I am cousael for Stone * 

5 sebster tagimeering Corporation. I am not 

6 here today *as caessel for or. Kelly 

7 intividsally, but I as here at the reqaest of 

8 the company, which Mr. Kelly is am officer, 

9 with Mr. Kelly's concurrence.  

18 I've explained to Mr. Kelly that he 

11 is entitled to his individual counsel and he 

12 has indicated that he is content to go forward 

13 without his own counsel, but with *e sitting 

14 in as counsel for the company.  

15 I will be here for the -- for the 

16 next two or three days, however long these 

17 proceedings take, and I can say that I know 

18 with Mr. Bouston, who I think will be here 

19 later today, that the same agreement prevails 

20 and I believe it does with the other three 

21 witnesses, but will confire that at that 

22 time. I night say that I have represented 

23 Stone 6 Webster Engineering Corporation in a 

24 variety of s*tters over the years and : as 

25 here prisarily because tnis is a cautious
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1 company and they tike this matter seriously 

2 and thought that it would be advisable to have 

3 counsel present, so they've asked me to 

4 attend.  

5 MR,. MNORPU Thank yeu.  

SBT II. NURPST: 

7 . IMr. Kelly, would you please give us a 

8 little bit about your educational a n 

9 employment experience, with soes emphasis on 

10 your nuclear quality assurance experience? 

11 A. I an a graduate of Massachusetts 

12 Institute of Technology in 1956. B.5.  

13 Engineering and Management. That's the 

14 subject. That's not the specific title of the 

15 1 degree. The -- my experience was with -- as a 

16 Isales engineer with Ingersoll-Rand for a year, 

17 at which time I moved to Bethlehem Steel 

18 Corporation and became involved in nuclear 

19 power as a production engineer in 1958.  

20 I left them for about a year, but 

21 was more or less unbroken .n that capacity at 

22 ethlehem Steel until they sold the facility 

23 to General Dynamics and I scayed in the same 

24 basic capacity with General Dynamics until the 

25 mid-'60's. I then became involved in other
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1 shipbuilding-related activities, financial 

2 planning, performance. Beasurement, things oC 

3 that nature until '74, at which time I joined 

4 Stone 5 mebster ngqineerinq Corporation and 

5 entered into my first direct responsibilities 

6 in quality assurance and I have been 

7 essentially in the quality assurance field 

a continuousLy since '74. Some small 

9 assignsents outside of that tfield, but still 

10 in the nuclear field.  

1 1  . Thank you.  

12 As we mentioned earlier, the office 

13 of investigation has been asked to look into 

I4 how the March 20th, 1986 TVA response to the 

15 NRC was prepared, some of the problems that 

16 have been encountered, and just the general 

17 background of how that letter came into 

18 being.  

19 If you would, could you relate to us 

20 your role in the preparation of that letter, 

21 in addition to your role in preparation of the 

22 letter, what knowledge or participation you 

23 had in the preparation of the technical 

24 reviews by the TVA line organization, which 

25 were in response to the NSR's, Nuclear Safety 

/,L
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1 Reserve staff's eleven perceptions, that the 

2 Craig Lundin review that was conducted and has 

3 been identified, I believe, as an independent 

4 review of the situation, the report, the 

5 systematic analysis that was done by a group 

6 of individuals under the direction of Mr.  

7 lace, we believe, and also your knowledge of 

I a -- an analysis that was done probably under 

9 a small group led by Mr. White in the October, 

10 November, 1965 tine trame. Do it, if you 

11 I would, obviously as best you can recall, in 

12 that chronology of events, as you saw them.  

13 A. All right. First event was a small 

14 review of the TVA nuclear program done by a 

15 group of people, some Stone & Webster and socme 

16 outside personnel, led by Steve White. r 

17 believe that Bill Megner from Beta was 

18 associated with that. The Stone & Webster 

19 people were drawn from various disciplines, 

20 construction, engineering, quality assurance.  

21 Prior to the initiation of that 

22 event we held a small meeting, which I 

23 participated in, to sore or less plan how we 

24 would review what was going on in the TVA 

25 systes. That was sy only direct parti:ipationr



1 in that review. although I did sit in on & 

2 preliminary results meeting at the conclusion 

3 of their efforts, some three, four weeks 

4 Later.  

5 1 attached one of my key people to 

6 that effort and he participated in that 

7 review.. Follow by the name or Bob Burns.- I 

a don't believe there was any formal report 

9 jwritten of that, although there was a report, 

LO verbal report, rendered at the conclusion of 

1L it, and it indicated a number of weaknesses 

12 through the TWA system. Some in management, 

13 some in the integration of their efforts. r 

L4 Ididn't participate in the presentation of. that 

15 to TIVA, although I heard that it had been 

16 9resented. That's, basically, all r know of 

17 that first effort in November, December.  

IS Ny next involvement with the TVA 

19 system came after Steve White reported for 

20 work -- he had been requested to assume the 

21 manager of nuclear power role by the TVA Board 

22 of Directors, and he started that job early in 

23 January of 1986. Something around the 10th.  

24 7th or COth. Somewhere in that :anqn.  

25 Almost immediately after he went
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I down there, and he had with him on reporting 

2 time, Larry Mace, Ed Siskin, and Walt 

3 Sullivan. Larry Mace called me as the Stone a 

* Webster director of quality assurance and 

5 asked me to come down and consult with then 

6 about some of the things that they were -

7 they had to get initiated. Some of the 

* beginning *obilization efforts. So, I did go 

9 down. I beliove it was January 13th. Just 

10 about that time.  

1 1  
I spent the first couple of days 

12 working on structuring the systematic analysiv 

13 in conjunction with John Kirkebo and Jim 

14 Houston. What we were attempting to do was to 

15 provide some focus by the analysis of the 

16 previous year to year and a half's worth of 

17 work and I think we cited something about 

Is sixteen months of past activities, preceding 

19 1 January S86.  

20 We developed a methodology to take 

21 information generated by all outside agencies 

22 that we were able to identify, catalog them, 

23 and try and determine if they -- there was any 

24 underlying pa O*q*4 or root cause that was 

25 evident from that analysis. To do that we
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I took the NRC inspection reports, SALP reports, 

2 Systematic analysis of Licensing Performance 

3 reports from the AMI, which was Hartford Steam & 

4 Bailer, INFO, there was a couple of others 

5 that wer* finished and I think we tried to 

6 include any outside agent that had done an 

7 inspection or audit and came -- and determined 

a the exi stence of any problems.  

9 We took them as raw input. We did 

10 not attempt to determine the validity of the 

11 finding or problems identified in those 

12 reports, nor dil we attempt to determine what 

13 corrective or prev'ntive action was taken or 

14 if the ite* had been completed. we were just 

15 taking the raw NRC data and other agencies' 

16 I data and cataloging it. That was done 

17 I primarily when we started it to provide focus 

18 for the white team to prepare the recovery 

19 plan, which was to be representative of the 

20 TVa Volume I recovery plan. That report was 

21 subsequently issued under a covering note from 

22 Kirkebo, over my objection, because I felt it 

23 was inappropriate utilization of the 

24 information to issue it as a report, since w

25 could not attest to the validity of the



I original findings, nor did we attempt to 

2 determine if corrective preventive action had 

3 been accomplished on each of those. But, tor 

4 the purpose it was constructed it was usetuL 

5 in structuring the recovery program.  

6 That was the first week, week and a 

7 halt, and to that effort I added a number of 

* people from my staff. After we had deterained

9 the methodology I assigned people from my 

10 I stafe to go and assemble the information.  

1 1  
One of those people was Craig Landin 

12 and he -- he reported down there for that 

13 effort the second week, which was about the 

14 16th -- l5th or 16th of January. he night 

15 I even have been there the week before that, but 

16 I my recollection is the second week he showed 

17 up. Uhen he showed up down there the Appendix 

18 3 issue had been presented to Larry Mace as an 

19 issue. The letter from Mr. Denton to TVA, 

20 dated, I think, January 3rd was on the table, 

21 had been identified to Steve White and Larry 

22 Mace, who was acting as his administrative 

23 aid. Larry asked me if I had somebody tht 

24 could look at the .fsues Involved in that 

25 letter. So, I loaned his Craig Lundin tc do
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1 that. That's how Craig Lundin became involved 

2 in that effort early on.  

3 He took those -- the WSRS 

4 Perceptions that were attached to the J4nuary 

5 3rd letter, went to Matts Bar to determine 

6 what, if anything, was being done about then.  

7 Be found that there were a number of people 

* working on defining the scope of each of those 

9 issues, and determining what had already been 

10 done and what e? needed to be done. He was 

11 involved in that ror a couple of weeks working 

12 directly with Nace and I had sinisal 

13 involvement in that individual effort, until a 

14 little later in January, when Walt Sullivan 

15 asked me to come to a meeting and see it I 

16 could give thea an opinion on the seriousness 

17 of the Appendix B related issues. So, I did.  

18 I went to a a*eting and found in the 

19 meeting *alt Sullivan, Doug Nichols, who was 

20 attorney for TVA, and Bob NuIlin, who was the 

21 manager of quality assurance -- operations 

22 quality assurance was one piece of the quality 

23 assurance organization for TVA. Mullin -

24 this was abot 9:00 o'c.o ck in the :ornnt 

25 one sorning, and Mullin had in his possessg.: 

's
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1 things that ..s had been working on the 

P 7-!viouV day ah all t»ight. He looked 4 

3 i little ble*ry-eyed, because he had worked all 

4 th*.ouqh -he night to produce some packages at 

5 inLormation, white papers, which contained as 

* much of the factual information surrounding 

7 each of those eleven percepý ions as they were 

a able tt -'ll together.  

9  He had two documents for each, one 

10 was a little write-up by MSRS, one was a 

LI j wri.e-u, by the line organization, which may 

46 have 'icluded QA, construction, engineering, 

13 wunever was -- had the knowledge, describing 

14 th* backgroun. and facts around those issues.  

15 At that meeting he had, I believe, eight 

16 finished drafts of -- eight issues in finished 

17 j draft, one that was half typed and one that 

1U was pencil written and there was another one 

19 or twi -- one that was incomplete at that 

2 i Lpoint.  

21 Well, I spent the next two ,hours or 

22 so Listeling to his describe what the issues 

23 were, what the background was, and reading 

24 those dac 3ments, anJ reached a preliminary 

25 conclusion with that much information that I 

/
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I didn't see any bell-ringer* in that package of 

2 intormation. I saw probLems that I -- that 

3 were described that looked like they had been 

* the subject of non-conforaances documented and 

5 somebody was working on them. I saw some 

6 issues that I felt were without merit. A 

7 number of individual ones that I felt, if 

* true, they had no significant meaning. Among 

9 those would be things like the quality 

10 assurance organization's independence or the 

11 traceability issue on conduit hangers.  

12 my conclusion, looking at them, was 

13 I had seen those kind of issues before. itf 

14 all the facts presented by WSRS are true, it's 

15 a to what. Does not represent a major 

16 problem. i found a few issues that were -

17 looked like they had some substance to them 

18 that were -- I had incomplete information in 

19 the package. I couldn't make a judgment.  

20 But, I didn't see any major tragedy about to 

21 happen. It looked like the normal things that 

22 1 would have expected to see in a plant that 

23 was started in the late '60's or early 170's 

24 ani had been working for fifteen years. Wt.h 

25 the changes in requka.l.on %nd interpretations, 

(.4*-
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1 I didn't see anything in there that surprised 

2 me.  

3 So, that was my tirst involvement 

4 and I indicated that I didn't see any 

5 bell-ringers in that meeting to Sullivan and 

6 to NMullin and to Doug Nichols. But, that they 

7 had to finish up the information and make sure 

a that the facts that they presented were 

9 verified, had some basis, in tact.  

10 I also reconmended that somebody 

11 else should, beside the line organization, 

12 ought tc look at those White papers to see id 

13 the information was properly presented. I had 

14 no basis for forming a judgment, whether whtir 

15 I was reading was tact or complete or it it 

16 was accurate. I just didn't have any basis.  

17 I had had no -- to that point I had had no 

18 contact with the TVA QA organization at all.  

19 So, I made that recommendation and a 

20 few days later was asked it I could provide a 

21 group of people to go and test this. I 

22 selected from my quality assurance *taff, with 

23 one construction fellow from Stone 6 Webster, 

74 A group of people who had experience in the 

25 areas of (hese A.ssues, that had worked in tee
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1 recently. All had worked on nuclear plants or 

2 were currently wording on nuclear plants. ALl 

3 had specific ex;erience in one or more of 

4 these issues at other plants, and each of whom 

5 I had a calibration on that it they told me 

6 3so0thing, I knew then well enough to know 

7 that I was not suffering from a lack of 

d comaunicatton. They vould -- I could 

9 interpret what they told m-.  

10 So, I selected, X think it was about 

11 six people. Larry Mace asked me to get them 

12 in there. I did and sent them out under the 

13 direction of Lundin. They went out and into 

'4 the field and looked at Whitse apers th4t were 

15 available, the actual practices in thn field, 

16 how pecple were controlling materials, or welc 

17 wire, ho, thLe yrograss were working. They 

18 rpent a ii .tei over a week, I think, dping 

19 that. About & week. They finished that 

20 &asignment and I sent thte hose.  

21 T h ey had been through their atteriai 

22 wfth Lundir who dent through it with me, and 

23 they basically substantiated what was in the 

24 W.ite pa er:s : have read. That they were 

25 generally reflective of the actual situation
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1 in the field, L,,ty ^Aidn't find any conditions 

2 which * shc u ld ha *e aeen non-contorma eda that 

3 had not been. The u n d some weaknesset in 

4 the way TVa did business, but nothing .n*t was 

5 really out of the ordinary. Things that had 

6 not evolved or progressed with the indtyitry, 

7 as most of the plants my people had been 

* coming from had progressed.  

9 So, on ttat basis I restated my 

10 opinion that we did not have any mafor 

11 bell-ringers, but we did have a lot of work to 

12 do and stated that to Mace and say even havt 

13 sta ted it to White. Ii& not sure.  

14 That was over tne period, tht !irst 

15 couple of weeks of February. About the 17th 

16 ouf Februa:-y Wh te was inte*viewing people Cor 

17 v.rious anagesent positions within TVA, loan 

18 prnaoqvrs posit'ons ir. engineering and 

19 c:-nstr, cti<ou, ()A and other places.  

20 I Lngcrtr.nateiy, I happened to have dinner with 

21 him one right ai.d he selected s: 'o r -n the QA 

2? organizatior,. I didn't have 'n .: rt rview, I 

23 did 'Ct 4olunteer and I didn't want i', but 

24 44raed to take it.  

25 So, sy involvement ir the Appendix b
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1 Isx -. Lbcame rather di a:.t t t that point , 

2 b-ca se* at t h .t point I ' c h .d to ak.e ire 

3 that the information tht: a s pro .dtd w as 

4 complete and totally uccurite.  

5 Iou, in the proz»-t A of Lunli, 's 

6 involvement Erosa id-Jaruzt; thruugh t. r. d 

7 of February there were everrtl drattti of 

a responses cc that letter, and several ver- io.s 

9 oa these ;hitte papers. s:,t's say, not several 

10 versions S v ral revisio.is. The basic 

11 i content of the hlite paper didn't change very 

12 such Croa t.le day I 'irst saw it until the day 

13 it was sent with the letter, but there were 

14 revisions, a whole series of revisions alcnr, 

15 the way where there were ambiquities in it, in 

16 i any one of the attachmecnts or there was # -

17 they were not clear or there were obvious 

18 trails that had not been followed out to Rafe 

19 sure that we knew all the facts that were 

20 available.  

21 So, they were revisel to enhance 

22 them, to add information. They were also 

23 .evised to incorporate later input from the 

24 NSRS because all this ti e SN5RS was revis."; 

25 their original input documents, and they 

. r 1 -
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1 continued for some time after March 20th, .s a 

2 Batter of fact. Amongst the things that they 

3 did, they went and catalogued, by employee 

4 concerned nuaber, the concerns they felt 

5 supported their position. The NSRS position.  

6 Each one of those had to be looked at by the 

line organisation and tested. Those were 

I revisr-d up until March 20th.  

9 A- & said, there were revisions of 

10 the transoittal Letter, several revisions 

11 along the way. A couple of them got close to 

12 be *igned out, but were delayed because of 

13 other inputs.  

14 During this period of February, 

A5 March, there were two reports issued by OT:. I 

16 believe, it say have roae out under USr 

17 letterhead, but they were steas inq out of the 

18 eaployee concern ef:.rt, one on Matts Bar 

19 concrete A&tsd one on Irench -- what we call 

20 Trench B. Those reports were not part ?. the 

21 original eleven NSRS contentions, but were 

22 rouewhat similar in nature.  

23 We felt we had to at least examine 

24 those and see if there was -- if they 

25 introduced any chanqes in the information we
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1 had in our analysis of the eleven issues, 

2 because in each 4.ase they indicaced a 

3 non-compliance to Appendix R. so we wanted to 

4 know whether, in fact, they did represent a 

5 non-compliance to Appendix 8 before the March 

6 20th letter was sent.  

7 The reports on those two issues -were 

8 finalized sometime later, but by March 20th we 

9 j had a reasonable feel for what was involved in 

10 it. The actual letter and the attachments 

11 were reviewed by nuaerous people along the 

12 way, virtually everybody got a chance to 

13 rewrite the letter, and it was rewritten and 

14 changed suo stantially along the way.  

15 Finally, on March the 19th or 20th 

16 we had what we considered enough information.  

17 We had chased out most of the threads on the 

18 eleven issues, White had spent dpys 

19 questionino people, primari.y b< ft and 

20 Houston, about what some of these things 

21 meant, what was normal practice, what was 

22 expected in a plant that was ten years old, 

23 had the practices and procedures in the 

24 industry changed from '72 to '84, what did 

25 prompt mean, what did the regulations say. He
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1 had lote and lota at questions. He went 

2 thcr.gh every one of those attachments and :he 

3 letter word by word several times.  

4 We had a -- as I say, about the 19th 

5 or 20th, we had a final review of it with 

6 myself, Kermit Mhitt, who was the head of NSRS 

7 at the time, Dick Gridley, licensing, Wegner, 

0 Bill megner from Beta, and White, and White 

9 read the letter and said, it noboly has any 

10 problems, we'll send it.  

11 So, each of the TVA people or loaned 

12 managers to TVA, which excluded Wegner, but it 

13 was myself, Gridley, Kermit Whitt, signed a -

14 stamped off or signed off on the letter saying 

15 it was as good as we can as'.e it, and it was 

16 signed and sent.  

17 As a matter of cac 

18 hand-delivered it to Masri r7c -, , o the NRC 

19 otffIce on Friday, whatevr the date was, the 

20 20th or the 21st. John Kirkebo aad I took it 

21 up. We took it up primarily so that if there 

22 were any questions by the people that received 

23 it, they wanted to read it and ask any 

24 questions, we were prepared to answer them.  

25 I sight interject one other
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I comment. From what I just told you it sounded 

2 like we were working diligently and almost 

3 full time on the Appendix b issue. Such was 

4 not the ease. Between my assuming the 

S position of director of QA on the 17th of 

6 February and March the 20th, I had reorgani&ed 

7 the entire TVA QA organizatior. I had 

B interviewed most all the key players within 

9 jthe TVA system. I had reorganized the 

10 individual departments and assignments. I had 

11 started the revision to their QA program. I 

12 had gone through the procedural system and 

13 determined what changes were required. There 

14 were lots and lots of things going on.  

15 So, it wasn't full time devotion to 

16 the Appendix B. It was a little bit of time 

17 each week until we finally got to the point 

18 where we thought we could send it. There had 

19 also been hearings before commissioners, which 

20 took two or three days out of our activities 

21 while we prepared Dean, Uaters and White, and 

22 the other people who had to present material.  

23 It was a busy time.  

24 BY MR . W .': :ANSON; 

25 0. Let me ask you. Mr. Keliy, going bazx ý.
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1 Noveaber, 1985, when there was a management 

2 assessament, I guess it was called, by Stone & 

3 Webster personnel. You were briefed by Mr.  

4 Burns as to the results of this assessment? 

5 a. To a small extent. I sat through a -

rA guess an inforamal briefing when they were 

7 trying to organise -- the whole team was 

8 trying to organise its thoughts prior to 

9 presenting them to TVA Board of Directors.  

10 Q. Do you recall the results of the -- this 

11 management assessment? 

12 A. I think I said they found lots of 

13 weaknesses. They found -- !ard to think of 

14 the right word -- highly segmented 

15 organizational structures, where parties with 

16 the same basic interest were approaching 

17 problems differently or in a counterproductive 

18 way.  

19 Tou have to remember that that 

20 management review that was done in a couple of 

21 weeks encompassed four nuclear plant sites and 

22 two offices, by eight or nine people. It was 

23 done mostly by interviewing people within the 

24 TVA system. They real y. did not see anyt".;.4 

25 of the actual pract ;es. All they were

^'I_
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1 getting was hearsay.  

2 a. Do you recall who commissioned or 

3 authorized that review? 

4 k. Well, for Stone G Webster, the one 

5 that -- the person who was initiated was Bi1L 

6 Hatton.  

7 Q. Was this a request of TVA? 

I a. It started out as -- sometime before 

9 November, started out as Stone & Webster and 

10 other people that we were dealing with looking 

11 at the things in Nucleonics Week and Inside 

12 NRC and just seeing reports of problems after 

13 problem coming out of TV& and comments made 

14 that we had heard from all sorts of sources 

15 about how bad the nuclear industry was.  

16 Our interest was twofold. One, our 

17 business was largely Involved in nuclear power 

18 and we didn't think nuclear power was as bad 

19 as people were accusing it of. Secondly, we 

20 were in the business of selling engineering 

21 and construction services and perhaps we could 

22 help then. So, we went in there initially 

23 voluntarily, volunteered by Matson, to see if 

24 we could help them focus their activities :3 

25 better solve their problems.  

. /
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1 f Sometime during the period of 

2 November, December, the focuS shifted a littLe 

Ibit Crom just offering then Bome outside free 

4 consulting, which we later found out you 

5 couldn't do, you canot ofter free consulting 

6 to a government agency, to offering to help 

7 them, nlow, that took some funny twists, tc) 

I the point where Steve White ended up as 

9 manager of nuclear power. That was never 

10 envisioned when we started that effort in 

1.1 November.  

12 Q. You mentioned that upon completion of 

13 this assessment there was a verbal briefinq 

14 provided to TVA. Do you recall who was 

15 briefed? You mentioned the Board, you 

16 thought.  

17 fA. r think it was -- I'm hearsay on this, 

18 because I wasn't a player, but Ir believe it 

19 was given to Parris, who was then the manager, 

20 and subsequent to briefing his, they went on 

21 and briefed the Board.  

22 Q. You raised the question or made a 

23 statement that you didn't concur with the 

24 issuance of the systematic anallysis ef 

A identified issues. We call it th'e Me:e
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£ report. I'm not sure where we Came up with 

2 that nane, but -

3 A. He chart,* d it.  

4 Q. So, this was by Nr. Kirkebo and I think 

5 it had twenty-two or twenty-three expert# in 

6 different fields that went out and did this 

I analysis of critical issues and concerns, -I 

a think is what they said.  

9 A. Right.  

10 Q. Were you apprised -- were you routinely 

11 briefed on results of this anaLysis, as it was 

12 being conducted? 

13 A. I did part oa it.  

14 0.. You were involved in part of it? 

1 5  A. I set up with John Kirkebo the 

16 cataloging system we used. I set up the 

17 review system with one of my people, so we 

1i could make oure we got all the documents.  

19 did the second review on a large number, not a 

20 majority, but a large number of the documents 

21 which fed into that, so I'm thoroughly 

22 familiar with the process and that's why I 

23 recommended that we should not put it out in 

24 writing, be-ause other than for the purpose 

25 which we started out to serve, that was to 

/'



Ifocus the recovery effort, the -- any other 

2 use ot that information was, in my estimatton, 

3 was, and is invalid.  

4 1 know how it was done. I know how 

5 we catalogued things, how we put a label on 

6 them, and it was best judgment based on 

7 experience, without actually seeing anythin-, 

a but the text of the NBC report. love seen NBC

9 reports that are atrocious. I've seen some 

10 good ones. I've seen somewhere, I know, all.  

11 the facts involved in t!'Ne issue, and if I read 

12 the report, those issues, I could never have 

13 concluded what the actual facts were. r had 

14 all that experience going in and I said, just 

is taking this as raw data, presuming it's true 

16 and factual and a hundred percent accurate, id 

17 invalid. And then using that to reach a 

16 profound conclusion about the entire TVA 

19 system is not correct. Not the proper way of 

20 doing it.  

21 it is useful information, but it's 

22 potentially very misleading and potentially 

23 very damaging and unfair. So, that's why I 

24 recommended we not put it out in writing. My 

25 vote didn't count, obviously, because it was

fI / -
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L issued.  

2 Q. In that report, and you certainly have 

3 access to it here, there are a number of 

4 issues that were highlighted. One being the 

5 lack at management direction control and 

6 involvement, lack of quality assurance 

7 overview, inadequacy oE problem evaluation and 

8 corrective actions, lack of timeliness and 

9 responsiveness to identify problems.  

10 Almost -- at least the first ten or so of 

11 sixteen are quality assurance related areas, 

12 something that you had some experience in.  

13 A. That's right..  

14 Q. Did you see these -- the results that 

15 were reached as being misleading? You had 

16 reviewed an inordinate amount of 

17 documentation, if I'm not mistaken, to cone to 

1S these conclusions. Did you think that any of 

19 this information was misleading or not valid? 

20 You had, I think, some eight hundred 

21 documents -- that number keeps coming up.  

22 A. Seven ninety-nine or eight hundred.  

23 It's around there.  

24 Q. A lot of documentation was reviewed .s 

25 order to roach these conclusions.  

2 ''
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L A. Yes. I could almost have written those 

2 conclusions without reviewing a single one of 

3 those documents, because I know what the 

4 documents -- what the topics of the documents 

5 are. The largest single grouping of documents 

6 were URC inspection reports and subsequent NRC 

7 follow-up on those. Therefore, ninety percent 

I or nore of the issues contained are going to 

9 be focused on quality assurance. They are all 

10 going to be negative, because there are no 

Ll positives ever in an NRC report. They will be 

12 focused on the normal things that fall out of 

13 NUC inspection modules, which are aimed at the 

14 time or -- the phase of project through which 

15 the Watts Bar program was going or any -- this 

16 j wasn't just Watts Bar. This was everything.  

17 Sequoyah and Helefonte and Browns Ferry, so I 

18 could pretty such guess what -- if I looked at 

19 eight hundred NRC reports or seven hundred MkC 

20 reports, the general contoxt of the 

21 conclusions that you could dz..w from it.  

22 Could have done that -- this was a test to see 

23 it NRC was doing its job properly, and they 

24 lid, They plcked up everythin7.  

25 Q. Many of these issues seemed aJlost 

4
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1 apparent to -

2 MR. REINnHAR: I really missed the 

3 answer there. Did you say they were or they 

4 were not misleading? 

5 THE WITEBSSt I said they were 

6 misleading, as put together in the report, 

7 because we did not make a judgment as to the 

* validity of any single one of then on which 

9 those generalizations were based. tou know, 

10 if twenty-five percent or if one significant 

it issue was improperly portrayed in the ORC 

12 report it might have had an impact on the 

13 conclusion. We didn't test it to see if it 

14 was valid or not. we assumed that the IRC 

15 wrote it, therefore, there must be a basis for 

16 it. At least as perceived by the mNC. That's 

17 important to the recovery effort, becaust the 

18 MRC is involved in accepting the recovery 

19 program.  

20 MR. RBIl ARTs t ell, based on that 

21 assumption, that things were true, would you 

22 say the results were misleading or not 

23 misleading, if everything in the reports was 

24 true? 

25 THK WITNESS: Do you want to try
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that question again? 

NR. RELmbART: Okay. eou said that 

they could have been misleading based on tne 

fact that you weren't sure if the reports were 

accurate. Bhat *'s asking is, it the reports 

were accu.ate, it that assumption was valid, 

or we don't put in that as a gualifter, could 

we say the results are sisleading or not 

misleading? 

TBE NITNBSS: I'd have to re-read 

it, but, generally speaking, I think we -- we 

sade the best effort possible to label each 

identified problem. The labels being such 

things as failure to follow a procedure. Ysu 

read a paragraph and then you -- after reading 

it, you look at It and say, that tells ae they 

were having a probles or failed to follow the 

procedure. So, that's the label. and the 

second label we put on that is it's quality 

assurance activities, so we put three or four 

labels on it, fed it into our computer, and it 

kicked out -- kicked back to as just what we 

put into it.  

(Pw, was that ;4dqgent valid? We 

read a docusent, the best judg·ent we coual

I
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I bring to bear on it was used to label it. we 

2 then assembled it. t*1 usetul. It's not 

3 necessarily something on which I would stake 

4 my life or sake a large bet. It was usetul 

5 Lor the purpose we were -- we started out to 

€ apply it. That is, to help us prepare Volume 

7 1 of the recovery program. By itself, it's a 

* useless document, because I have to know -- £ 

9 :have to know the accuracy of the problems 

10 identified. I have to know the corrective 

11 actions that were involved. I have to know 

12 the extent oe the ccndition.  

13 Many cases there was a single 

L4 isolateS ites, a bad weld, that was in the Mac 

15 report, and the required action was for TVA tc 

16 go and inspect more of thee. IL it was a bad 

17 weld, I don't have a big problem with that.  

IS IL they found hundreds of thee, I eight have a 

L , big problem with that. I didn't have that 

20 information.  

21 MR. *EtKNABT: Let me tell you what 

22 I think you characterized it, then. The 

23 people that did the ;ob did a competent ;ot 

24 Dasel si w *hat t ey h&! t3 work with, ut' tt.re 

25 was fo:3zw--p req-i; red t3 ra&ly s*0st -.t;a;:

/ -
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1 or not that eftort? 

2 THE WITNESS: No. There wasn't 

J follow-up required, because the NRC had 

4 t ollowed up. TVA had followed up as each one 

5 of these issues has been generated over the 

6 previous sixteen months. NRC inspectors had 

7 followed up. So, the item, the subject that 

* we picked up, had -- each one had been 

9 individually handled and resolved, 

10 theoretically to the satisfaction of the NRC 

11 inspector, or was in the process of working.  

12 If we had intended to issue this report as a 

13 treatise on problems and management 

14 initiatives within the TVA system, then we 

15 would have had to go get the rest of the 

16 story. We would have had to see what TVA did 

17 about the problem, it what they did was 

18 proper, it they did resolve the problems, et 

19 cetera. There were lots of things we could do 

20 to follow-up, but we didn't. They were not 

21 NRC catalogued to do it at that point.  

22 BT MR. wILLIAMSCO: 

23 Q. So, this was basically a paperwork 

14 review' 

25 A. 6ne nurdred per:ent paperwork
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1 Q. Then, can I assume that the review by 

2 Lundin was, in part, to validate some of the 

3 findings tnat you -- some of the conclusiona 

4 that you case to in the systematic analysis 

5 report? You didn't -- there was no effort by 

6 the -- in the Mace report to validate these 

7 conclusions? 

* A. That's right, there was no effort.  

9 Q. By physically or visually verifying 

10 hardware? 

11 A. There was no effort to validate them, 

12 that is right. The Lundin report was not done 

13 or the Lundin effort was not done to validate 

L4 those findings. The Lundin etfort Oocused on 

15 eleven specific issues ra&sed by the OSRS and 

16 was only involved in those particular areas at 

17 Matts Bar. It was limited to Watts Bar. Most 

18 of these issues were at Sequoyah or a good 

19 number of them were at Sequoyah and Browns 

20 Ferry. Me never Looked at those two plants at 

21 that point. Nor did we cover most of the 

22 items. He didn't look at the management 

23 practices. Me's looking at construction and 

24 engineering cantro: s and the QA inspe:ics n : 

25 those activities. So, they were totally
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1 separated.  

2 i. The results that you had beer privy to 

3 or the conclusions that you had arrived at.  

4 did you briet Mr. Wegner or nr. White on the 

5 results of your systenatic analysis? 

6 A. no, I did not. I think I did offer my 

7 consent that it should not have been 

* published. It should not be published. I 

9 told then that up front and they wanted it 

10 anyway.  

11 MR. MORTON: To whom did you offer 

12 this coasent? 

13 THE WITNESS: I believe to Steve 

14 White. Certainly my opinion was known. This 

15 was -- I don't reeamber the date, but I think 

16 it's before I took over as -

17 BY MR. WILLlMASOuN 

18 Q. February 14th? 

19 A. Yes. Before I took over as a line 

20 manager.  

21 Q. One other question here. right now. You 

22 mentioned that at this time that Mr. White 

23 came on. I think, January the 13th, and you 

24 sent.l ned Nr. White's teas at that t.ie. -

25 3·p232se that teas, -z you recall?

.'

i
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1 A. TYea -- well, more or less.  

2 Q. Okay.  

3 A. Give you the more or less. It was Ed 

4 Siskin and Walt Sullivan Crow Stone & 

5 Webster. Bill Wegner, Bill Bass, and Bob 

6 Brodsky fros Beta, and Henry Stone Crom GE.  

7 That was the -- his team. Mace was -- that 

a was a team of his principal advisors. Mace 

9 was his administrative aid, I think in that 

10 capacity. So, Mace was on the team, but he 

11 had full-time duties.  

12 Q. You were with -

13 A. I was a consultant.  

14 U. Consultant at that time? 

15 A. kiqht.  

16 I Q. Okay.  

17 A. I've talked about my consultant -- for 

18 instance, this review that was done by the 

19 people I sent to test -- to calibrate the 

20 information I was getting. I did not have a 

21 report written by all those people.  

22 Prisarily, because I was trying to form a 

23 judgment, myself. I was a consultant. I was 

24 trying to test the waters to see ,r what 1 %A 

(5 to de ., with was reasonably reliab.e, at a 

- ------------------------ -.- ,-------_
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calibration process. I regret that at this 

point I didn't have a Cull-blown report. ie I 

had -- if I knew all of this was going on I 

would have written a report on it.  

Q. Was that the *efort by Mr. Lundin? 

A. Yes.  

Q. Did he discuss the results of that with 

you? 

A. Yes, he did.  

Q. He also provided a letter to Mr. Mason? 

A. n ight.  

Q. Did you -

A. I saw that letter before it went to 

Mason.  

MR. REINHARTt What did you think 

about the letter? 

THE wITNISSt I don't really 

recall. It was fairly bland, I thought.  

MR. REINHART: Yes, it was, but were 

you -

THE WITNESS: That's what I think : 

told hie to do.  

MR. R 10MMART: Were you for it.  

a;iA nst it' Did you think it should hav! :eev 

written' Should n't Niave Been written'
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1 THE MITIESSt That one, I thought we 

2 should put something on the record.  

3 MR. NORTONt Why do you say it was 

4 very bland? 

5 THE MITNESS. Why? Because, to 

6 begin with, Stone & Webster was coming in in a 

7 week, going through and trying to make a broad 

8 assessment of things in large areas. Each one 

9 of these areas encompass a lot of activities 

10 and a lot of history. I was trying just to 

11 get my own calibration on whether I was 

12 getting a reasonable story. Wasn't tryLng to 

13 identity every weakness or every problem or 

14 every action required to strengthen the 

15 progras. That came late:-. This was a quick 

16 etffort.  

17 I didn't want Stone 6 Webster 

18 necessarily to be taking a foremal position in 

19 this matter, because we were just furnishing 

20 some -- a help and assistance at that point.  

21 I did not have a task, other than specificalk y 

22 to do that job and to provide some consulting 

23 services on the Appendix 9 issue. So, I 

24 d.W n t feel that " wanted to go on reonr w.r.  

25 an ofticial Stone & Webster positicn v.t .t a

. /
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1 such effort.  

2 MR. NORTON: Because there wasn't 

3 enough effort expended to support such a 

4 position? 

5 THE MITNESSt Well, we were looking 

6 at a very small sample, one plant only, and 

7 trying to generalize it. And, in truth, the 

* people came up with a number of wtaknesses.  

9 Things that they would not have done the way 

10 that they saw, but they were adequate. I 

11 wMould not have allowed some of the things to 

12 be done the way they were being done, if A had 

13 run the show, but that didn't make them 

14 wrong.  

15 For instance, I would -- I was not 

16 in favor of the organization for QA. I found 

17 it to be difficult, had some significant 

1i exposures because it was too Cragmented, there 

19 were too many opportunities for things to drop 

20 in the crack, but the issue was, it was not 

41 independent. I found that it was sutfficiently 

22 independent of construction pressures, it was 

23 part of the construction, part of the 

24 ten;. eer. il, and par.-t 3f the cperatiois 

25 crgan zat;n.»s. Ttat I not pr hnibited Sy

r-
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1 regulation. I didn't like that way at doing 

2 .usiness, but Sechte- -an their whoLe show 

3 that way and still does. The Navy proqram, £ 

4 was used to General Dynamics way of doing 

5 business. Newport Mews did it precisely the 

6 way TVA did it. Inspection force is a part of 

7 the construction organisation.  

* So, I looked at it, they reported 

9 that that's the way it was, they were covering 

10 the essential elements of the program. If I 

11 was to write down my opinions of it or have 

12 them written down, I would have written down 

13 that what's there is adequate, but it could be 

14 improved substantially.  

15 And, in fact, when -- the first 

16 action down there when I took the line 

17 position was to reorganize it. Pull it 

18 together and eliminate these opportunities for 

19 errors.  

20 BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

21 Q. So, would you characeterize the Lundin 

22 review as an in-depth review? 

23 A. No.  

:5 A. Yt was a c - cry review..  
A5». :~ t ws a curecy review.

I,
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1 MR. REINHARTt uas that Lundin 

2 I review or effort ever intended to be a 

3 cornerstone for decision making on TVA's 

4 plant? 

5 THgE WITMSSt No. Not intended to 

6 be a cornerstone. It was intended to be a 

7 help.  

* MR. REIHART:t In Mr. White's letter.  

9 dated, I believe it was June 5th, he referred 

10 to that report in a way that apparently he 

11 made it appear to be a cornerstone.  

12 THE WITNESS; If I say, let me take 

13 a chance to read this e*ao, since we are 

14 talking a lot about it.  

15 i R. REINHART: Sure.  

16 MR. MILLIAMSONM Maybe we can take a 

17 five sinute break, if you like.  

16 MR. MUMPHY: Now 11s23 and we are 

19 going off the record.  

20 (Recess it called.) 

21 (Resused.) 

22 MR. MURPHY: It's 11:40 and we are 

23 back on the record.  

14 BY MR. REINHAR?: 

Wt o. woe were cta. in abo-t the e!*Or' an! t-e
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1 letter written by Mr. Lundin. Was that to be 

2 a decision making cornerstone. r believe you 

3 answered, no, that wasn't the intent. Then my 

4 question was, in this June 5th letter that Mr.  

5 White set down in the fourth paragraph, he 

6 says, in reference to the January 3rd Letter, 

7 which raised the issue of Appendix 3 trom the 

I commission to TVA, Mr. White says, in order to 

9 respond to tht. specific request I assembled a 

10 group of outside individuals with significant 

11 and exten. ive nuclear QA experience in the 

12 areas questioned and directed thea to cornuct 

13 a review to each one of the perceptions.  

14 rn a number of intervews it's been 

15 pointed out that this reference was to the 

16 Lundin effort. And our question is, was that 

17 the intent of the Lundin eftt rt, to be used in 

18 this manner? 

19 A. Not when we started it. We started it 

20 primarily to calibrate t.he in oraation, to see 

21 if it was valid, and the Lundin report or 

22 letter is couched in those terms , what they 

23 id and that they found things in process and 

24 the, d;. no:t ;. l an ;-robleas . :t was a e-, 

25ital ink in msaitng tNe detersinatio-n :'a

I
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what we had vas valid. We cuuld not have 

accepted the .ine organLzation's input as 

being totally reliable w ., testing it.  

ao, it was a vital teit, b »t. I didn'' intend 

it as a cornerstone for general responses.  

L's not sure that what you are reading is 

necessarily at odds with that, either. It was 

done. It was vital.  

Q. Did Mr. white asseable this group in 

order to respond to that specific request? 

kA. Which request are you talking about? 

Q. In the context of the letter he says, 

referring to the January 3rd letter, and he 

says, in order to respond to that specitic 

request I assembled a group of outside 

indivLduals, et cetera.  

A. Yes. That was their assignment, to take

the eleven issues that were in the attachment

to the January 

That was their 

at.  

Qa So are 

to be a 4ecisi 

t3 <d is it was 

we * Ar e A i *J~~ .T 1· g

3rd letter and 

focus. That's

we 

on 

1 

L I
we &.lo 2 -. V -

saying 

mak ing 

ust .or 

3 r t

review then.  

what they looked

then, it was intended 

-- see, before you 

your cal ibra-t n. N * 

something .ise. ; *
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1 getting confused.  

2 A. When I suqqested it be done, I tuggested 

3 it be done for my calibration on it. Once it 

4 %t: done it was used for a number of 

5 .purpose,. I have to Probiex w.th using it ror 

6 other than what it was or . inally in.t.ated 

7 f... I -ecosacs @ed it r ltone &- a r y Nace.  

* I pr *suar he went and specificaily aiscussed 

9 I it with Steve White, who ordered it done.  

10 Steve had to authorize, brinq my people in at 

IL that time. It couldn't be done without his 

12 specific approval. So, he did, in fact, order 

13 it. It was focused on the Appendix 8 NSRS 

14 eleven issues. And it resulted in this 

15 particular letter for the record.  

16 MR. MESERVEi Nay 7 just interject.  

17 I'm a little bit confused as to -- I had 

18 understood that the earlier questions from Mr.  

19 Williamson referred to what is referred to as 

20 the Mace meaorandus. Whether that was a 

21 calibration. I understand that your 

22 questions, Mr. Reinhart, are now goinq to the 

23 Lundin effort, which I think is different froa 

24 toe ?ace emc; rArnt s. : rzt sure t at '*.  

2' re:orl .1 clear as t3 wr,.ch c! t* 'ese e!!orts
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1 Mr. Kelly now has been talking about in 

2 response to your question.  

3 MR. REINHART: My question was in 

4 regard to the Lundin effort, not the Nace 

5 effort, and specifically Mr. Kelly's statement 

6 that his intent in having the Lundin ef*Cfort 

7 Mas to give himself a calibration.  

* TUC WITMNSSt That's correct.  

9 Because I was providing consents and advice to 

10 Steve Uhite and company. Now, I couldn't 

11 provide that analysis. I had no basis for 

12 providing it. I didn't feel r could accept 

13 the output from the TVA line organization 

14 without t.e abiliLty to form some judgment 

15 whether that was valid or not. That's what 

L6 this etfort was -- the Lundin effort was 

17 geared at. The validity of the information 

18 that I was getting.  

19 BY MR. RRINHARTs 

20 Q. Did the Lundin effort look at 

21 implementation of Appendix a? 

22 A. It looked at implementation practices 

23 involved in those eleven issues, which are 

4 ;art o; A;ppendix 8, :.t rnt a.1 c App -;. eC.  

.5 cbv io1 .y.



1 Q. When you say practices, do you mean that 

2 they went out and did sor' of a mini audit on 

3 the administrative controls or how did they -

4 A. They did a survey, a surveillancp, which 

5 is not quite the *same as a mini audit, not 

6 quite the same as formal, but they 

7 specifically looked at the lapl.ementing 

6 procedures, the practices, if there were 

9 inadequacies in the procedures. They looked 

10 1 at what the actual practice being carried out 

11 was, to see if the practice achieved a 

12 reasonable set of controls over the activity.  

13 Q. So, they went and watched people 

14 perforaing activitij s in the field.  

15 A. Where they found it necessary they did.  

16 They looked at issuance of weld rod, because 

17 that was one of the issues. In some other 

18 areas, like the independence of QA, they -- it 

19 was relatively simple and cursory.  

20 Q. Did the practices conform with the 

21 procedures? 

22 A. Generally speaking.  

7 3 Q. What about specifically? 

24 A. Tlhere were some th.?n s that they 

25 proba .y fourd tat were at variance uw t. s:se

. //
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I of the procedures, but they did not find 

2 1 anything they felt had not been identified or 

3 adequately flagged for correction. Where they 

4 found something at variance with a specific 

5 procedure they identified that to the line 

6 organization at that time for cotrection.  

7 They did not write a non-conformance on it.  

* Q. So, basically, they didn't document any 

9 of those? 

10 A. That's correct.  

11 Q. That they found.  

12 A. They had field notes, as they went 

13 through, but all I wanted in the record was a 

14 summary of that information.  

15 Q. May I look at that summary, please? In 

16 I reviewing this it looks like there is a couple 

17 of -- I thins the word you used earlier was 

18 vague or -- what was the adjective you usel to 

19 describe it? 

20 A. Bland.  

21 h. Bland, good. There is a couple bland 

22 paragraphs about scope. Maybe a bland 

23 paragraph about generally what was going on, 

24 t t t1 e ftina. se ten e . s interest.i ;.  

25 A. 'd . k.oe to inter'e:c , : think .

I _
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1 withdraw the comment regarding bland. I have 

2 i now -ead that Letter and it its sharply 

3 focused and precise. It is exactly what I 

4 intended, so withdraw bland.  

5 Q. What did you intend? 

6 A. To put in the record what the effort 

7 done by Lundin is or was. Lundin and the six 

8 people I sent out there.  

9 Q. It's not very specific.  

10 A. It is very specific as to what they 

11 looked at and the types of things they found.  

12 It may not provide a detailed nut and bolt 

13 commentary on everyting*they saw, but that's 

14 not what . was looking for.  

15 The final sentence comes out and says, 

16 no activities were noted, no information 

17 received which could be considered a 

18 non-coapliance with the 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, 

19 so it seems to me like it backs up, but never 

20 really addresses the issue. The question was, 

21 i Matts Bar in compliance. This doesn't 

22 really say they are in compliance. They went 

23 out and said, we looked for a week and we 

24 didn't find anyt-ing t!*at was in 

25 non- o3 pliance .
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1 A. Right.  

2 Q. But, it wasn't an exhaustive effort to 

3 say it was in compliance? 

4 A. That's right.  

5 Q. So, it it wasn't an exhaustive etffort to 

6 say it was in compliance, how could it be used 

7 as a major decision making step in the June 

8 5th letter, which responded to the January 3rd 

9 letter, which asked it they were in 

10 compliance? 

11 A. If you look at our March the 20th 

12 letter, it is focused on the eleven issues.  

13 That's what we were responding to, and we are 

14 saying that we are not in non-compliance in 

15 those areas. The specific ones looked at. It 

16 was -- we tried to focus that letter on those 

17 issues, because that's what was -- that's what 

10 the commission asked us to look at.  

19 Now, they asked two questions in the 

20 January 3rd letter, which complicated the 

21 response to that January 3rd letter 

22 considerably. Two things asked for. One is a 

23 response, corporate position in six or eight 

24 days, as to cisplian-e with AppendLx B. T"e 

25 second ;4estion is, and I don't recal. te*

t I
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SKeLly 

1 specific word, but it was d-scribe the 

2 activities and corrective, preventive actions 

3 associated with these eleven issues, implying 

4 not a statement of current compliance with 

5 Appendix 8, but a dissertation on the 

6 historical performance of TVA.  

7 Those two issues mixed together make 

a a definitive statement on anything very 

9 difficult to compose. You can answer one or 

10 both, but you mix them together and it you 

11 want a sweeping statement, it's very difficult 

12 to know how much testing you have to do, so we 

13 responded to the eleven issues currently, what 

14 we saw on March the 20th as to compliance with 

15 Appendix B, and I tried to identify the 

16 preventive, corrective actions around each of 

17 those eleven issues.  

18 I n many of those issues there were 

19 significant problems that were validly 

20 identified, required a Lot of work on the part 

21 of TVA, and were being worked on. Sose of 

22 them are still being worked on. There is no 

23 atteept to say that we do not have significant 

24 problems. We did ha* probless. we fs.;nd 

25 l3to of problems. We only found that the 

I- I _
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I problems were identified and were being worked 

2 on and it looked like the preventive action 

3 was properly scoped to resolve the issue.  

4 Q. So -

5 A. That is what we meant by compliance to 

6 Appendix B. Not that we did not find any 

7 problems, because we found oodles of 

a problems. We found things that had stop work 

9 issued against them validly and were still 

10 stopped on March the 20th.  

11 0. Well, so, in answer to the question, was 

12 TVA in compliance with Appendix B on March 

13 20th, what would be your answer? 

14 A. My answer was that they were, as best 

15 could determine, in compliance with Appendix 

16 B.  

17 j. f 'Why didn't the letter just come out and 

is say that? 

19 A. Several of the versions ot the letter 

20 along the way did say that. Bach one -- as I 

21 said, many people reviewed that letter and 

22 rewrote it and commented on it. The versions.  

23 tre original drafts prepared by Lundin and at 

24 .east one Or sore subuequent ones tha : 

25 worked on with Hougton , s i trat pre:;«e.j.

(




